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Insurance protection for what matters most—and for when you need it most.


    

    

    
        


    Whether you’re enjoying the open road, riding a trail, or need peace of mind on your special day, our personal insurance products help cover the unexpected. Backed by financial strength and stability, we consistently price programs that provide value to customers.
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                        Make sure you and your bike get insurance coverage to fit your particular riding style,
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                        Protect your automotive investment with our partners at Hagerty, who provide insurance for enthusiasts and collectors.
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                        Get a standalone insurance policy for your e-bike that can cover theft, damage and more.
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                        Protection for weddings, anniversaries, showers, birthday parties, memorial services and more.
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                        Insure your high performance watercraft with a high performing policy for all your specific needs.
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                        With over half a century of expertise in providing insurance solutions, we can meet your specific farm and personal or commercial equine needs.
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                        In collaboration with Voom, we're excited to offer a pay-per-mile motorcycle insurance solution.
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                        Fit your budget and boating style with affordable and customizable coverage for your personal watercraft.
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                        Review Prudent Pet Insurance's simple and affordable health insurance plans to find one that fits the needs of your pet.
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                        Get specialized property coverage for hard-to-place risks, including manufactured homes, coastal properties, multi-family housing and more.
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                        For watercrafts greater than 26 feet in length, such as a yacht, sailboat, sport fishing boat, trawler, or houseboat.
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testimonials

Hear from customers about their experience working with Markel.
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                "The value proposition for the coverage is excellent when compared to the market. I also recently had a claim and my claims supervisor was very efficient and accommodating. The entire process from the quote to binding insurance is efficient and the overall customer service is excellent."

            

            





        

        
            

    
    


        





        

    



                
            

        

    


	
    
    
        
            
                
                
    
        
        
            

    
    



    
    
        


                    
                "In over 20 years of boating, I had never had anything like this happen. Your speedy attention to my claim helped alleviate some of the stress this has caused me. Thank you."

            

            





        

        
            

    
    


        





        

    



                
            

        

    


	
    
    
        
            
                
                
    
        
        
            

    
    



    
    
        


                    
                "Excellent customer service over the past 3 years with great coverage at a great price. I've recommended, and will continue to recommend, Markel's services."

            

            





        

        
            

    
    


        





        

    



                
            

        

    




        

    








    
        
            
            

            
Let us help you find exactly what you need.
            

        

        
                
        
            
We are here for you every step of the way. 
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Make a payment

                

                
                    
                        Sign up for recurring payments or view policy documents by accessing My Account.
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                        Find everything you need to sell or service a Markel policy, or learn how to become a Markel appointed agent.
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US and Bermuda offerings

                

                
                    
                        Explore all of Markel's US and Bermuda insurance offerings and learn how our experience allows us to build specialized solutions.
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